John Smith, Married Age 45
Samantha Smith, Married Age 42
Background: Married and wanted to get a quick check on their retirement journey to see if they
were on the right track. John wanted to retire at 65 and Sam at 62.
Occupation: Public Government workers
Annual Salary: $John 57,000 | Samantha $63,700

Total $120,700

Situation
After initially sitting down with both John and Samantha it was apparent that those two were yet
to sit down and discuss retirement with each other. The unfortunate discovery about the
couples retirement plans was neither of them had known this about each other.
Concerns
John had a major concern of running out of money, but Samantha’s concern was living to long
and not having a paycheck anymore. Neither John and Samantha wanted to address their
retirement situation now and wanted to only deal with in when that time came.
Expectations
John wanted to work part time in retirement and Samantha wanted to spend time with friends,
relax, and travel. They wanted to both move back to Louisiana from California at retirement.

Solution
We suggested that they go through our retirement compatibility game called “Bliss” ®. This fun
game was designed to have a serious discussion about retirement. It allows each person in the
relationship to learn about each other’s vision for their retirement future. It has also been known
to be very enjoyable and rewarding. It opens up dialogue in a fun way and is very helpful in the
initial stages of the retirement planning journey. As you can see from their score below after
initially playing the game, 20 was their score, when the average at their age and status should
be at least 54.

After playing the game and going over their retirement plans their initial retirement plan only had
a 26% chance of working,so we had to use SuperSolve ® , which moved them out an additional
3 years of work and reduced their annual living expenses by $4,000 to have a success rate of
81% of success. The best part about is they found out in plenty of time to make adjustments.

